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It appears that civilization is 
responsible for altering the 
atmosphere in ways that may
eventually cause damage in 
more catastrophic fashion. 

Global warming caused by the 
release of greenhouse gases
may affect weather patterns and 
sea-level in ways that could 
have a devastating impact
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International Group of Organizers  of Large Scale Exhibitions





30% energy saving in new 
Mediaeval and Renaissance Galleries
V&A    2009



First IIC round table  September 2008 





Given the looming energy crisis, the global economic 
downturn, and a rising awareness of green 
technology that equates to good stewardship of our 
natural resources, an insistence on environmental 
control has become increasingly important. 

Budgets are tight, and museums often depend upon 
loan exhibitions to keep their audience support. 
Internationally, the standards do not maintain 
cohesive strength under scrutiny and are weakened 
by daily compromises.



Research clusters



EGOR

Environmental Guidelines 
Opportunities and Risks

UK Heritage Science research 
cluster 2009



EGOR outcomes

Priorities for Research
1. Science of material tolerances
2. Modelling the built environment
3. Energy use
4. Biodeterioration
5. New Technologies
6. Values and human adaptation

A British Standards Institute Publicly Available Specification
on environments for collections

Review of BS5454

Building simulation and energy monitoring at TNA













>20mm rain days









ready!   fire!   aim!



Risk maps Mitigation strategies

Economic  report

Publications Curriculum

Climate modelling predicted outdoor environment

Training

Decision support software



Rome   March 2007
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Independent collections risk consultant 
teacher and researcher

WPL for WP4 (Damage Assessment)
member of Core Group, WP2 core group
WP5, WP6, WP8

Author of 
Risk Assessment for Object Conservation

former Head of Conservation
V&A Museum, London

Chartered Chemist
Accredited Conservator



• Find relevant damage functions  (probabilistic cause-effect relationships)

• Determine tolerable ranges

• Develop and validate sensors and measurement techniques  

Main tasks of CFC  work package 4



by:

• looking at the literature and talking to researchers
• measuring changes in situ at historic sites
• looking at the present state of objects
• laboratory tests on token objects
• defining ‘relevance’ and ‘damage’

by:

• looking at the literature and talking to researchers
• measuring changes in situ in historic sites
• looking at the present state of objects
• laboratory tests on token objects
• defining ‘tolerable’ and ‘acceptable’

Find relevant damage functions (cause-effect relationships)

Determine tolerable ranges

and of course ‘allowable’









damage function

sufficient information about the relationship between
indoor climate and unwanted irreversible change in objects
to help decision support module and economic impact report

static conditions (permanence)
changing conditions - frequency, speed and amplitude 
combinations and synergies



Enhance existing knowledge in the field by further research 
on the response of the most endangered cultural heritage 
fabrics (movable and immovable) with respect to biological 
growth rates

includes building fabric        rots, algae

includes  insect pests



Ralf Kilian



limits of the work package

types of risk-
those where climate change might make a difference
RH/T, salts, pollution, pests, natural light

types of object - books, complex structures 
(eg furniture, paintings, polychromy)
wall paintings, textiles, metal, stone



Collection and validation of the latest research results in preventive 
conservation in a European context, in close cooperation to the relevant 
task groups of CEN/ TC 346

North America - IPI, Smithsonian, CCI

EC projects - �since 1986

Noah’s Ark

Recent work by ICSC, Polish Academy of Sciences



jonathan@jonsmith.demon.co.uk


